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“the universe of technical images...for the past few decades
has been making use of photographs, films, videos,
television screens, and computer terminals to take over
the task formerly served by linear texts, that is, the task of
transmitting information crucial to society and to individuals.”
Vilem Flusser - Into the Universe of Technical Images

The Denuded

Image

aims to create a conversation between a photograph and

its viewer through adding back the third dimension. It is not a proposal on how
architects

should

design

to create new ways of

space, but a model for observation and study on how
seeing. What started from a photograph developed into

a spatial exploration of the original - this thesis has rebuilt the image in order to
expose the viewer to alternative ways to view the in-visible parts of the photograph.

INTRODUCTION
The Denuded Image is an investigation on how we see things. This thesis began as an investigation on today’s image dissemination.
Architecture, nowadays, exists more as images online than built projects.The project is a critique of the after image in its exposure of
the built project photographed in this book. The denuded image is an artifice that developed into a spatial exploration of the original –
through re-spatializing the photograph and developing a material ruleset, one can understand the original image through a new set of
photographs, taken by the observer. These models aim to recreate the photograph you thought you already knew, and help you better
understand the original through the diorama. The areas that the camera does not capture acts as framework that physically supports
the material of the denuded image. Therefore, none of the framework can be seen at the model’s after image. Texts such as Ways of
Seeing, Into the Universe of Technical Images and The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction fostered the development
and interests in imagery and perception. These interests carried into readings by Vilem Flusser and Mark Linder, focusing on how
to read images and the way society circulates images today. This research has allowed for me to delve deeper into my interests in the
photograph and its importance in architectural practice. The final exhibit is The Spectacle, a collection of photographs, drawings, and
models that rebuild the original after image. Alternate angles expose the observer to the true reality of the project.
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The methodologies used to carry out these explorations include the photograph, the perspective, and the diorama. The photograph
is the base of these explorations, providing any crucial information to respatialize the original - its perspective disected in order to
create the diorama. The epochal creation and development of the perspective and projective geometry changed the way of
seeing. Renaissance painters used perspective as a tool to shift subject focus in paintings. The vanishing point and horizon line
constructs scenes that accurately translates a spaces relativity to the human eye. The drawing technique depends on relativity
of the characters within them and allows the viewer to understand the optics of the space depicted. Nowadays, these principles
are captured by cameras and carried into the photograph. Understanding the history of the photograph, it isn’t until recently
that we were able to gain high resolution photographs, let alone the ability to share them on the internet. The photograph
acts as the foundation of this project, providing information necessary to reconstruct the original. Finally, the diorama served
many purposes in its lifetime. Itwas introduced as a “picture viewing device” in the 1800’s, with its translation being “through
that which is seen”. This type of model can be miniature or full size and typically mimics historical events or the idea of a
particular space. Today, miniature models can be photographed and presented online as if they are life size. Because there is
no scale besides the characters within, dioramas dilute scale. These methodologies were carried into the project to successfully
recreate the original image as the denuded image.
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THE IMAGE
“Images were operative or projective representations that used conventional languages or encoded information to convey ideas or legible
meanings. But today, images have a new status as actuality. They are neiter media- nor mediumspecific and operate through association, affect,
and processing, not through reading and interpretation. At the very least, images are now a special case of the regular stuff that constitutes
our worlds. As a result, fundamental disciplinary assumptions about how architecture makes its appearance face radical challenges.”
-Mark Linder, Images and Other Stuff, 2012

During the intial image searches for the project, it was determined that the technical image most relevant is the photograph.
Photographs translate light directly for the human perception. For many of us, this is the (after) image that is embedded into our
minds when mentioning the project of The Frankfurt Kitchen. The term after image describes an image that continues to appear in
one’s vision after the initial exposure. We begin to understand things through the images we see of them and our only understanding
of the Frankfurt kitchen is what is displayed in the iconic photograph you see here.
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SCALE
The project develops as scale increases - the initial explorations were executed at 1:8. Its dimunition in scale required a low resolution
in order to recreate certain details. Phase II increases to 1:4 and Phase III to 1:2. The larger scales allow for a material ruleset to develop
and a more dramatic perspectiable model. With the overall model increasing in size, the characters within must respectively develop
into a higher resolution version of itself.
When viewing the diorama, they should be displayed at the average eye level, 5’1” –the phone’s camera lens is intended to be shot at
this height with the viewer standing far enough away to capture the denuded image. All models were displayed so that the camera’s
lens would meet 5’1” in order to capture the denuded image.
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THE DENUDED LENS
de` nude
to strip (something) of its covering, possessions, or assests, to make bare

Of the potential photographs for this project, the following four sites were chosen based on their iconicity to the respective project.
These photographs were chosen for their iconicity with their respective projects. Each of these photographs is denuded in the
translation to the replica, the architectural essence of the photograph. The original image is stripped of its materiality in order to focus
on the formal explorations - it is desaturated and reduced in resolution to understand the concept of denuding in order to denude
from the second to third dimension.
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PHASE I
The following studies were created in order to understand each site’s spatial qualities and the ability to reproduce the original
perspective. The Replica is a recreated space of the original - this model acts as a nice object but is difficult for the viewer to recreate
the After Image we all know. After understanding the relativity of these details and characters to each other, a diorama can be created.
At the focal point and horizon line of the model, it’s hard to understand the physical distortions that were applied in order to achieve
these perspectives. The first exercise was executed with the intent of understanding the formal operations needed to create a diorama.
The models created in the initial study were created to be photographed. The primary viewpoint establishes the ideal point where
one should aim their camera – the secondary viewpoints of the dioramas expose its physical reality, the distortion and manipulation
of the overall form and its respective characters. Each of these models are encased in a frame and each model is true to scale at the
frame. These frames establish a view and help convey the pictorial qualities of the models. The furniture, or characters within the room
change drastically depending on the distance from the frame. Though the Frankfurt kitchen diorama is at 1/8” scale at the edge of the
frame, the scaling and pinching of the back wall disconnects the remainder of the room from scale. This is why the furniture items
differ in size and orientation. The continued exploration of point of view was tested through Phase II and III.
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NOTE: The furniture items are not relative in scale in this drawing - this drawing highlights the scale, rotation, and distortion each object experienced in order to
create its diorama version. Diorama pieces are relative to its original.
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PHASE II
Phase II produced the 1:4 model which uses basswood to represent the surfaces that the camera doesn’t capture – the in-visible. The
material of the image for all dioramas is represented through the denuded, white material. With scale increasing, the basswood surface
treatment can only be seen at the alternate viewpoints. Though the image produces a fair amount of in-visible surfaces, none can be
seen at the idealized, denuded image. The same after image is maintained from Phase I and scale is almost lost in the photograph,
enforcing the importance of the overall spectacle. This size of this model allows viewers to immerse themselves into the photograph
and begin to understand it in a way they previously have never been able to experience. The following details show the relationship
between the seen and the unseen – views that the observer can experience when viewing the model at alternate viewpoints.
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PHASE III
Phase III produced the 1:2 diorama that is displayed at the end of the spectacle. The size of this model allowed me to develop the invisible from a surface treatment into a material with intention. These samples’ in-visible parts have now developed into framework
that physically supports the material of the image. As the basswood gets deeper into the model and further away from the frame, the
material thins in diameter, enforcing the illusion and establishing a ruleset for how the framework should be treated. The framework
must be there for the denuded image to exist but isn’t captured by the camera from the idealized viewpoint. Therefore, assigning
framework properties enforces the necessary existence of these parts, but its unimportance to the after image. Phase III is the final
product of building the original image. Now, what once existed as an after image in our minds has developed into spatial recreation
that invites observers to alternatively view the photograph. The model itself translates the photograph to the viewer but creates a
series of new photographs that the project name can now be identified by. The dioramas were created through planes and pieces that
took about a month to create the final image. The final diorama’s resolution can now be compared to that of the original. The scale
and distortion is still dramatically different between the replica and the diorama’s furniture, yet the 1:2 scale allows for this level of
resolution to be maintained.
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NOTE: The furniture items are not relative in scale in this drawing - this drawing highlights the scale, rotation, and distortion each object experienced in orde
create its diorama version. Diorama pieces are relative to its original.

CONCLUSION
The models created in this thesis were intended to be photographed - to exist as after images from the recreation of an after image.
This project hopes to encourage the observer to view the original image in a new light. What started as a photograph developed into
a spatial exploration of the original – this thesis has rebuilt the image in order to expose the viewer to understand alternative ways
of seeing. Through re-spatializing the photograph and developing a material ruleset, one can understand the photograph through a
new image. These models aim to recreate the photograph you though you already knew, and help you better understand the original
through the diorama creation. The original Frankfurt Kitchen is now generated as new set of images, alternate viewpoints of the
original features. The photographs taken during the process and final exibition of this thesis contribute to today’s world of image
dissemination.
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